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The Internship was conducted at PT GMF AeroAsia. During the internship the 
main tasks which were done are study about the business processes of Logistics, 
Material, and Bonded Services unit; record operational cost in July 2019; verify 
invoices from forwarders; classify AirWay Bill; match data in excel with the 
AirWay Bill document in e-mail; make a Cost Approval; recapitulation of revenue 
details for the 4th week of July 2019; recapitulation of cost detail for the 4th week 
of July; supervisory assistance for analyze cost; and input data for internal 
revenue. 
 
During the internship, most of the tasks can be executed properly. There are some 
obstacles found, there are AirWay Bill documents and invoices that are difficult to 
read because the print is unclear. To overcome this obstacle, we must report the 
unclear document to staff. Beside that, sometimes the company's system slows 
down and even the server is down. To overcome this obstacle, we need to report 
to the staff so the system can be repaired. Suggestions proposed to company to 
overcome the obstacles found are prepare procedures for completeness of 
documents, conduct training for employees to improve the ability to operate 
Microsoft and G-Smart, create a G-Smart handbook, and improve the 
performance of G-Smart. 
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